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TITLE & AUTHOR

011.73 MUSTI

1,000 books to read before you die : a life-changing list / James Mustich ;
with Margot Greenbaum Mustich, Thomas Meagher, and Karen Templer

027 ORLEA
028.9 PROSE
028.9 WOLF

The library book / by Susan Orlean
What to read and why / Francine Prose
Reader, come home : the reading brain in a digital world / Maryanne Wolf ;
illustrated by Catherine Stoodley
Storm Lake : a chronicle of change, resilience, and hope from a heartland
newspaper / Art Cullen
Sticky fingers : the life and times of Jann Wenner and Rolling stone magazine
/ Joe Hagan
Making sense of near-death experiences : a handbook for clinicians / edited
by Mahendra Perera, Karuppiah Jagadheesan and Anthony Peake ; foreword
by Janice Holden
Irreducible mind : toward a psychology for the 21st century / Edward F. Kelly,
Emily Williams Kelly [and others]
The human instinct : how we evolved to have reason, consciousness, and
free will / Kenneth R. Miller
Notes for the everlost : a field guide to grief / Kate Inglis
Primary greatness : the 12 levers of success / Stephen R. Covey
Power of habit : why we do what we do in life and business / Charles Duhigg

070.4 CULLE
070.5 HAGAN
133.9013 PERER

150 KELLY
155.7 MILLE
155.973 INGLI
158.1 COVEY
158.1 DUHIG
158.1 MANSO

201 LEVY

The subtle art of not giving a fu*k : a counterintuitive approach to living a
good life / Mark Manson
Slow : simple living for a frantic world / Brooke McAlary
Gaslighting : recognize manipulative and emotionally abusive people-and
break free / by Stephanie Moulton Sarkis, PhD
The quantum revelation : a modern-day spiritual treasure / Paul Levy

225.92 LIMBA
234.2 COVIN

Jesus is risen : Paul and the early church / David Limbaugh
Revelation : a search for faith in a violent religious world / Dennis Covington

248.843 HOLLI

Girl, wash your face : stop believing the lies about who you are so you can
become who you were meant to be / Rachel Hollis
Siddhartha's brain : unlocking the ancient science of enlightenment / James
Kingsland
Tech generation : raising balanced kids in a hyper-connected world / Mike
Brooks and Jon Lasser
Empowered boundaries : speaking truth, setting boundaries, and inspiring
social change / Cristien Storm
Rage becomes her : the power of women's anger / by Soraya L. Chemaly

158.1 MCALA
158.2 SARKI

294.34 KINGS
301.16 BROOK
302.3 STORM
305.42 CHEMA
305.4209 TRAIS
305.5 QUART
305.52 CARLS

Good and mad : the revolutionary power of women's anger / Rebecca
Traister
Squeezed : why our families can't afford America / Alissa Quart
Ship of fools : how a selfish ruling class is bringing America to the brink of
revolution / Tucker Carlson

305.8 ORTIZ
305.8 SASLO

An African American and Latinx history of the United States / Paul Ortiz
Rising out of hatred : the awakening of a former white nationalist / Eli Saslow

305.896 LAYMO
306.2 KORNA
306.2 LUKIA

Heavy : an American memoir / Kiese Laymon
The red and the blue : the 1990s and the birth of political tribalism
The coddling of the American mind : how good intentions and bad ideas are
setting up a generation for failure / Greg Lukianoff, Jonathan Haidt
Stop mass hysteria : America's insanity from the Salem witch trials to the
Trump witch hunt / Michael Savage
The sex issue : everything you've always wanted to know about sexuality,
seduction, and desire / by The editors of GOOP ; foreword by Gwyneth
Paltrow
Small animals : parenthood in the age of fear / Kim Brooks
Palaces for the people : how social infrastructure can help fight inequality,
polarization, and the decline of civic life / Eric Klinenberg
The road to unfreedom : Russia, Europe, America / Timothy Snyder
The fall of Wisconsin : the conservative conquest of a progressive bastion
and the future of American politics / Dan Kaufman
The woman's hour : the great fight to win the vote / Elaine Weiss
The return of Marco Polo's world : war, strategy, and American interests in
the twenty-first century / Robert D. Kaplan
Capitalism in America : a history / Alan Greenspan and Adrian Wooldridge
The space barons : Elon Musk, Jeff Bezos, and the quest to colonize the
cosmos / Christian Davenport
Presidents of war / Michael Beschloss
Accessory to war : the unspoken alliance between astrophysics and the
military / Neil deGrasse Tyson and Avis Lang
Thirst : a story of redemption, compassion, and a mission to bring clean
water to the world / Scott Harrison, founder and CEO of charity: water ; with
Lisa Sweetingham
The poison squad : one chemist's single-minded crusade for food safety at
the turn of the twentieth century / Deborah Blum
The handy forensic science answer book / by Patricia Barnes-Svarney and
Thomas E. Svarney
The poisoned city : Flint's water and the American urban tragedy / Anna
Clark
This is the way the world ends : how droughts and die-offs, heat waves and
hurricanes are converging on America / Jeff Nesbit
The good mothers : the true story of the women who took on the world's
most powerful mafia / Alex Perry
The real Lolita : the kidnapping of Sally Horner and the novel that scandalized
the world / Sarah Weinman
American prison : a reporter's undercover journey into the business of
punishment / Shane Bauer
After the education wars : how smart schools upend the business of reform /
Andrea Gabor

306.2 SAVAG
306.7 GOOP

306.8743 BROOK
307.76 KLINE
320.53 SNYDE
320.973 KAUFM
324.6 WEISS
327.73 KAPLA
330.973 GREEN
338.762 DAVEN
355.0097 BESCH
358.8 TYSON
361.7 HARRI

363.192 BLUM
363.25 BARNE
363.6 CLARK
363.7 NESBI
364.106 PERRY
364.154 WEINM
365.973 BAUER
370.973 GABOR

371.93 SHALA
387.2 UJIFU
420.9 MURPH
523.1 FRANK
523.88 IMPEY
530 CZERS
530 HOSSE
530.12 BECKE
539.7 LEVIN
551.45 GOODE
551.48 STAGE
577.63 EGAN
599.5 PYENS
613.25 SISSO
613.7 CUCUZ
613.79 GREGO
615.9 HANNA
616.8 THOMS
616.86 GRACE
629.1309 OBRIE
641.4 MARRO
641.5 HOMOL

641.5 OTTOL
641.563 PEARL
641.563 SISSO
641.5631 BLACK

Troublemakers : lessons in freedom from young children at school / Carla
Shalaby
Barons of the sea : and their race to build the world's fastest clipper ship /
Steven Ujifusa
The prodigal tongue : the love-hate relationship between American and
British English / Lynne Murphy
Light of the stars : alien worlds and the fate of the Earth / Adam Frank
Einstein's monsters : the life and times of black holes / Chris Impey
Storm in a teacup : the physics of everyday life / Helen Czerski
Lost in math : how beauty leads physics astray / Sabine Hossenfelder
What is real? : the unfinished quest for the meaning of quantum physics /
Adam Becker
Black hole blues : and other songs from outer space / by Janna Levin
The water will come : rising seas, sinking cities, and the remaking of the
civilized world / Jeff Goodell
Still waters : the secret world of lakes / Curt Stager
The death and life of the Great Lakes / Dan Egan
Spying on whales : the past, present, and future of earth's most awesome
creatures / Nick Pyenson
The keto reset diet : reboot your metabolism in 21 days and burn fat forever
/ Mark Sisson ; with Brad Kearns
Run for your life / Mark Cucuzzella, M.D., with Broughton Coburn
Nodding off : the science of sleep from cradle to grave / Alice Gregory
What the eyes don't see : a story of crisis, resistance, and hope in an
American city / Mona Hanna-Attisha
Unthinkable : an extraordinary journey through the world's strangest brains /
Helen Thomson
This naked mind : control alcohol, find freedom, discover happiness &
change your life / Annie Grace
Fly girls : how five daring women defied all odds and made aviation history /
Keith O'Brien
Beginner's guide to making and using dried foods;"The beginner's guide to
dehydrating food : how to preserve all your favorite vegetables
SkinnyTaste one & done : 140 no-fuss dinners for your Instant Pot, slow
cooker, air fryer, sheet pan, skillet, dutch oven & more / Gina Homolka with
Heather K. Jones
Simple / by Yotam Ottolenghi, with Tara Wigley and Esme Howarth
The deliciously keto cookbook / Molly Pearl and Kelly Roehl, MS, RD, LDN,
CNSC
The keto reset diet cookbook : 150 low-carb, high-fat ketogenic recipes to
boost weight loss / Mark Sisson, Brad Kearns, and Lindsay Taylor, Ph.D
The anti-inflammation diet and recipe book : protect yourself and your family
from heart disease, arthritis, diabetes, allergies-- and more / Jessica K. Black,
N.D

641.5638 VOGEL

641.587 MARTH

641.5884 SISSO

641.5929 LUKAS

641.5956 COHEN
641.5956 SOLOM

641.59597 AN

641.5975 WITHE
641.86 BARRO
658.15 RICE
658.4092 BROWN
658.85 SERHA

The keto diet : the complete guide to a high-fat diet, with more than 125
delectable recipes and 5 meal plans to shed weight, heal your body & regain
confidence / Leanne Vogel
Martha Stewart's pressure cooker : 100+ fabulous new recipes for the
pressure cooker, multicooker, and Instant Pot / from the editors of Martha
Stewart Living ; photographs by Marcus Nilsson
The keto reset instant pot cookbook : reboot your metabolism with swimple,
delicious ketogenic diet recipes for your electric pressure cooker / Mark
Sisson ; with Lindsay Taylor, Ph.D. and Layla McGowan
Sweet Home Cafe cookbook : a celebration of African American cooking /
Albert Lukas and Jessica B. Harris, with contributions by Jerome Grant ;
foreword by Lonnie G. Bunch III ; introduction by Jacquelyn Serwer
Tahini and turmeric : 101 Middle Eastern classics-made irresistibly vegan /
Vicky Cohen and Ruth Fox
Israeli soul : easy, essential, delicious / Michael Solomonov, Steven Cook ;
produced by Dorothy Kalins Ink ; photographs by Michael Persico ; art
direction by Don Morris Design
An : to eat : recipes and stories from a Vietnamese family kitchen / by Helene
An, executive chef of Crustacean Beverly Hills and Jacqueline An ; food
photography by Evan Sung
Whiskey in a teacup : what growing up in the South taught me about life,
love, and baking biscuits / Reese Witherspoon
Pie squared : irresistibly easy sweet and savory slab pies / Cathy Barrow
Political risk : how businesses and organizations can anticipate global
insecurity / Condoleezza Rice, Amy Zegart
Dare to lead : brave work, tough conversations, whole hearts / Brene Brown

741.54 KRIMS

Sell it like Serhant : how to sell more, earn more, and become the ultimate
sales machine / Ryan Serhant
Frenemies : the epic disruption of the ad business (and everything else) / Ken
Auletta
The three escapes of Hannah Arendt : a tyranny of truth / Ken Krimstein

780.92 BERNS

Famous father girl : a memoir of growing up Bernstein / Jamie Bernstein

791.43 LYNCH
791.45 MULLA

Room to dream / David Lynch and Kristine McKenna
The greatest love story ever told : an oral history / Megan Mullally & Nick
Offerman
Always look on the bright side of life : a sortabiography / Eric Idle
Football for a buck : the crazy rise and crazier demise of the USFL / Jeff
Pearlman
Unbeaten : Rocky Marciano's fight for perfection in a crooked world / Mike

659.1 AULET

792.7 IDLE
796.332 PEARL
796.83 STANT
796.962 GRETZ
808.027 GINNA
808.068 KLEIN
809.7 JENNI

Stanton
99 : stories of the game / Wayne Gretzky, with Kirstie McLellan Day
What editors do : the art, craft, and business of book editing / edited by
Peter Ginna
The magic words : writing great books for children and young adults / Cheryl
B. Klein
Planet funny : how comedy took over our culture / Ken Jennings

809.933 PULLM

940.5425 SCOTT

Daemon voices : on stories and storytelling / Philip Pullman ; edited by Simon
Mason
Meg, Jo, Beth, Amy : the story of Little Women and why it still matters /
Anne Boyd Rioux
Works. Selections;"A lowcountry heart : reflections on a writing life
Essays. Selections;"The end of the end of the earth : essays
In search of Mary Shelley / Fiona Sampson
Lands of lost borders : a journey on the Silk Road / Kate Harris
Tip of the iceberg : my 3,000-mile journey around wild Alaska, the last great
American frontier / Mark Adams
The white darkness / David Grann
Killing the SS : the hunt for the worst war criminals in history / Bill O'Reilly
and Martin Dugard
The escape artists : a band of daredevil pilots and the greatest prison break
of the Great War / Neal Bascomb
The battle of Arnhem : the deadliest airborne operation of World War II /
Antony Beevor ; [map illustrations by Jeff Edwards]
Rampage : MacArthur, Yamashita, and the battle of Manila / James M. Scott

942.03 JONES

The Black Prince : England's greatest medieval warrior / Michael Jones

956.05 CULBE

The fires of spring : a post-Arab Spring journey through the turbulent new
Middle East / Shelly Culbertson
The girl who smiled beads : a story of war and what comes after /
Clemantine Wamariya and Elizabeth Weil
Correspondence. Selections;"The prison letters of Nelson Mandela
These truths : a history of the United States / Jill Lepore
The field of blood : violence in Congress and the road to civil war / Joanne B.
Freeman
Contempt : a memoir of the Clinton investigation / Ken Starr
Obama : an oral history 2009-2017 / Brian Abrams
Spygate : the attempted sabotage of Donald J. Trump / Dan Bongino and D.
C. McAllister with Matt Palumbo
The Russia hoax : the illicit scheme to clear Hillary Clinton and frame Donald
Trump / Gregg Jarrett
Trump, the blue-collar president / Anthony Scaramucci
God, war, and providence : the epic struggle of Roger Williams and the
Narragansett Indians against the Puritans of New England / James A. Warren

813.4 RIOUX
813.54 CONRO
814.54 FRANZ
823.7 SAMPS
915.8 HARRI
917.9804 ADAMS
919.89 GRANN
940.086 OREIL
940.4 BASCO
940.5421 BEEVO

967.57 WAMAR
968.065 MANDE
973 LEPORE
973.7 FREEM
973.929 STARR
973.932 ABRAM
973.933 BONGI
973.933 JARRE
973.933 SCARA
974.5 WARRE
974.71 ALEXI

Devil's mile : the rich, gritty history of the Bowery / Alice Sparberg Alexiou

978.1 SMARS

BIOG CAINE

Heartland : a memoir of working hard and being broke in the richest country
on Earth / Sarah Smarsh
First man : the life of Neil A. Armstrong / James R. Hansen
The fabulous Bouvier sisters : the tragic and glamorous lives of Jackie and Lee
/ Sam Kashner and Nancy Schoenberger
Blowing the bloody doors off : and other lessons in life / Michael Caine

BIOG DUNNE

Money, murder, and Dominick Dunne : a life in several acts / Robert Hofler

BIOG EICHENWALD

A mind unraveled : a memoir / Kurt Eichenwald

BIOG ARMSTRONG
BIOG BOUVIER

BIOG FORD

BIOG WILLIAMS

Betty Ford : First Lady, Women's Advocate, Survivor, Trailblazer / Lisa
McCubbin ; foreword by Susan Ford Bales
Ruth Bader Ginsburg : a life / Jane Sherron de Hart
Call me American : a memoir / by Abdi Nor Iftin with Max Alexander
Every day is extra / John Kerry
Empress : the astonishing reign of Nur Jahan / Ruby Lal
Becoming
Reagan : an American journey / Bob Spitz
Paul Simon : the life / Robert Hilburn
Adam Smith : father of economics / Jesse Norman
Founding martyr : the life and death of Dr. Joseph Warren, the American
Revolution's lost hero / Christian Di Spigna
Hank : the short life and long country road of Hank Williams / Mark Ribowsky

BIOG WILSON

The moralist : Woodrow Wilson and the world he made / Patricia O'Toole

BIOG GINSBURG
BIOG IFTIN
BIOG KERRY
BIOG NUR JAHAN
BIOG OBAMA
BIOG REAGAN
BIOG SIMON
BIOG SMITH
BIOG WARREN

